EXCLUSIVE SHOWCASE PROPERTY

THE NEW NECKER ISLAND
SIR RICHARD BRANSON’S PRIVATE RESIDENCE IN THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

SHOWCASE PROPERTY INSIDE

THE WATERCOLOURS
UNBUILT LUXURY ON THE SHORES OF GRAND CAYMAN

FEATURE PROPERTIES INSIDE

CASA LUNA
A VERDANT, WATERFRONT OASIS ON GRAND CAYMAN

18 FORUM LANE
CAMANA BAY’S LATEST MIXED USE SPACE
MAHEKAL BEACH RESORT, PLAYA DEL CARMEN, MEXICO

Re-opening December 2014 after a multi-million dollar renovation, the thatched roof casitas of the Mahekal Beach Resort have a certain desert island quality, albeit of one supreme barefoot luxury. Dotted amongst palm trees and connected by sandy pathways, the extensively renovated rooms are a bright, airy blend of modern design and Mayan tradition. The use of natural stone and wood lends the freestanding white-stuccoed beach houses an organic quality, while bold Mexican fabrics add vibrant splashes of colour.

Situated on the largest and one of the finest stretches of beach on Mexico’s Playa del Carmen, the casitas enjoy dazzling sea views, along with private patios complete with plunge pools – all only steps from bustling Quinta Avenida’s collection of high-end boutiques, restaurants and lounges. To learn more, visit: www.mahekalbeachresort.com